Undergraduate Research Center

The Undergraduate Research Center (URC) provides support to students who wish to deepen their experience of learning by engaging in original research through several different programs. URC funds student research through the Partners in Scholarship Program (PinS) in which students can apply in partnership with a faculty member on campus to conduct research or systematically explore a creative topic toward making a new contribution to a body of literature. These funds often provide support for research for senior theses, in-depth exploration of a research question or topic, and faculty-student collaboration that can lead to new opportunities. URC also provides funding so students may disseminate findings of their research, most often at national or regional academic conferences, through the Student Scholar Travel Fund. URC hosts an annual showcase for student research and shares results with the DU community at the Undergraduate Research Symposium, held each spring. For more information on these programs, visit www.du.edu/urc or call 303-871-4301.